Evaluation of cellular plasticity in the collecting duct during recovery from lithium-induced nephrogenic diabetes insipidus.
The cellular morphology of the collecting duct is altered by chronic lithium treatment. We have previously shown that lithium increases the fraction of type-A intercalated cells and lowers the fraction of principal cells along the collecting duct. Moreover, type-A intercalated cells acquire a long-row distribution pattern along the tubules. In the present study, we show that these morphological changes reverse progressively after discontinuation of lithium and finally disappear after 19 days from lithium suspension. In this time frame we have identified for the first time, in vivo, a novel cellular type positive for both intercalated and principal cells functional markers, as recognized by colabeling with H(+)-ATPase/aquaporin-4 (AQP4) and anion exchanger-1 (AE-1)/AQP2 and Foxi1/AQP4. This cell type is mainly present after 6 days of lithium washout, and it disappears in parallel with the long-row pattern of the type-A intercalated cells. It usually localizes either in the middle or at the edge of the long-row pattern. Its ultrastructure resembles the intercalated cells as shown both by differential interference contrast and by electron microscopy. The time course of appearance, the localization along the collecting duct, and the ultrastructure suggest that the cells double labeled for principal and intercalated cells markers could represent a transition element driving the conversion of intercalated cells into principal cells.